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Let G1 and G, be finite digr,phs, both with vertex set V. Suppose that each c of V has nonnegative 
integers f(a) and g(u) with,‘f(o)<g( ). v and each arc e of G, has nonnegative integers a;(e) and h;(e) 
with ai(e)<hi(e), i= 1,2. In dai (1990) a necessary and sufficient condition was given for the existence 
of k arborescences in Gi covering each arc e of Gi at least q(e) and at most hi(e) times, i= 1,2, and 
satisfying the condition that for each v in V 
where ri(v) denotes the number of the arborescences in G, rooted at c’. Such an r, is called a common 
root function and denoted by r. 
In this paper, we present a polynomial algorithm for finding an optimum common root function 
r for a given weight function defined on V. 
Let G = (P’, A) be a finite digraph with vertex set V and arc set A and without loops. 
We write S= V\S for Ss V and V\v= V\{u} f or UEV. An arc from vertex u to u is 
denoted by uu. For disjoint S, TG V, let A(& T) denote the set of arcs of G from S to T, 
D;(S)=A(S,S), d;(S)=ID;(S)l, D~(S)=D;(~) and dG+(S)=IDG+(S)I. 
An arhorescence of G is defined as a spanning tree directed in such a way that each 
vertex of G, except one, called the root of the arborescence, has one arc entering it. We 
say that an arc subset B of G =( V, A) is covered by arborescences T1, . . . , T, if every arc 
of B is in at least one Ti. 
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For any functionj’defined on S and TGS, where S may denote either a subset of 
vertices or a subset of arcs, we write,f’( T) = CIET,f’(t), and setf(@) = 0. Let Z, denote the 
set of nonnegative integers. 
Definition 1.1. Let G1 =(V, A,) and G,=(V, A2) be two finite digraphs, both with 
vertex set V, letfand g be given functions: V+Z+ such thatf’d g, and let a, and hi be 
functions: Ai~Z+ with aidhi, i = 1,2. A function Y: V+Z+ is called a common root 
function of G1 and G2 if there exist r(V) (not necessarily distinct) arborescences in 
Gi covering each arc r of Gi at least ai and at most hi(e) times, i = 1,2, and satisfying 
the condition that for each L:E V 
where ri denotes the number of the arborescences which are rooted at I’, i= 1,2. 
In [3] we proved the following theorem, which is a generalization and unification of 
most packing and covering theorems concerning arborescences. 
Theorem 1.2. Let Cl, G,,,f; g, ai and hi, i= 1,2, he given as in Dqfinition 1.1, und k he 
a positive integer. Then Cl and G2 have u common rootfunction r, with r(V)= k fund 
onl~~ $ftir any t\vo,fumilies 8, und Fz (possibly empty) qfdisjoint (non-empty) subsets of 
V, and any Ii c u SF9, S, i = 1,2, 
- C Ck - ui(DG,(V)\DiT,(S))l 
Its I, 
-cdl, nl,)+,f(I,ul,)<k. (1) 
Clearly, by choosing suitable parameters, most of packing and covering theorems 
concerning arborescences can easily be obtained from the theorem as special cases. 
The present paper is a natural continuation of [3]. Let G1, G,,j; g, a,, h,, al, h, and 
k be given as in Theorem 1.2, and u’ be a real weight function defined on V. The 
purpose of this paper is to present a polynomial algorithm for finding a minimum 
weighted common root function r of G1 and G2 with r(V)= k. 
We may assume, without loss of generality, that, for every PE V, i= 1,2, 
ai(D~,(v))+J(t~)<k. (2) 
Indeed, if Gi has k required arborescences, obviously (2) holds. On the other hand, 
by taking Fi = ( Vi, Fmi=@ and Ii = V\v, then (2) yields (1). 
For i= 1,2, we construct an auxiliary digraph CT =( V*, AT) from Gi as follows. Let 
V’= (u’: I:E V) and V*= Vu V’u (s) (where the 1.’ are new vertices and s is a new 
specified vertex, called a source), and let AT consist of the following type of arcs: 
uv, UL’IEAT if UL’EAi, 
W, sv’, w’, P’PE AT for every PE V. 
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For each u’EV’. let 
&‘)=du)-f(v) 
and for each arc BEAT, i= 1,2, let 
’ ai(e) if C?EAi, 
bile) - ai(e) if e=uu’ and UvEAt, 
k 
b'(e)= ' k-f(v)-CetD,,iPj ai 
if e = uu', 
if e= u'u, 
f(u) if e=sv, 
\ Mu’) if e=sv’. 
Then it follows from the construction of G: and the definition of b:(e) that Gi has 
k (not necessarily distinct) arborescences covering each arc eeAi at least ai and at 
most hi(e) times and satisfying f(v) < ri(V) < g(u) for each UE L’, where Ti(U) denotes the 
number of the arborescences rooted at v, if and only if GT has k (not necessarily 
distinct) arborescences rooted at s covering each egAT at most bl times, each of them 
containing exactly one arc leaving s. 
Note that, for each VE L’, b:(D+(v))= k, then each ecD+(v), UE I’, is covered exactly 
br times. For each V’E V’, set weight w*(v’)= w(u), and for each eEAT\ AT(s, V), set its 
capacity 
ci(e) = b:(e). 
Then it is easily seen that to find the required common root function r of Gi and 
G, is equivalent to find an integer optimum solution to the following linear 
programming L: 
min C w*(v’)h(v’) 
V’EV’ 
0 < h(v’) < b(u’) for all V’E V’, 
(3) 
L: h(X n V) > k - c,(D$(X)\A~(s, V’)) 
for all @#XC Vu V’, i =l, 2, (4) 
h(V’)=k-f(V) (5) 
(see [l] for more details). 
If we think of h(u’) as the capacity Ci(sr’) of arc sv’~AT(s, V’), then (5) is equivalent to 
ci(D&(s)) = k, (6) 
and (4) to 
ci(D,(X))>k for all @#XS VU V’, i = 1,2. (7) 
Now we present the following algorithm, which is an adaptation of the algorithm 
given in [S]. 
Algorithm 
Step 1 
1.0. For i= 1,2, construct the auxiliary digraph CT =( V*, AT) from Gi. 
1.1. For each C’E V’, let h(r’)=g(rl)-f(u), weight w*(c’)=w(z~) 
1.2. For each eEAT, i= 1,2, define IQ(e). 
Step 2 
2.0. Let w1 =0 and 1~~ = ~1.*. 
2.1. For each c’EV’, set huh. 
2.2. For each em AT\ Af(s. V’), i = 1,2, set capacity <*i(e) = h?(e). 
Step 3 
3.0. For each V’E V’ and i= 1,2, set capacity ci(.s~‘)=h(o’). 
3.1. Applying a max-flow min-cut algorithm, for each V’E V’ and i= 1,2, 
determine the minimum subset Si(C’) such that v’ESJU’)~ Vu V’ and Ci(D~~(Si(C’))) is 
minimum. If, for some u’, C’i(Dc:(Si(l”)))< k, then the required common root function 
does not exist. HALT. 
Step 4 
4.0. Construct the auxiliary digraph H =( V’, A) 
4.1. For i= 1,2, determine mi and Ti. 
4.2. Find the shortest path P from T2 to T1 in H by the labelling technique, using 
the labels having defined but not deleted previously. If P exists, go to Step 6. 
Step 5 
5.0. Let B denote the set of vertices in H having labels. 
5.1. Count 6,, (5,, 6,, d4 and 6. 
5.2. If 6 is finite, then modify wr(x) and We, for all XEB, and go to Step 4. 
Otherwise, if /I( V’)=k -,f( V), then r defined by r(v)=h(L”)+,f’(Ll) for all CE V is 
a minimum weighted common root function, HALT; otherwise, construct the two 
families 9r and Yz of disjoint (nonempty) subsets of V and Ii~ u~,,~,s, i= 1,2, for 
which (1) does not hold, G, and G2 have no common root function r with 
r( V)=k, HALT. 
Step 6 
6.0. Count f:r, ii2 and f:. 
6.1. Modify h(s) for each x on P. 
6.2. Delete all the labels. 
6.3. Go to Step 3. 
Now we describe the algorithm in some details and verify its correctness. 
Let Lo.) denote the linear programming obtained from L by replacing (5) by 
h(V’)=i, 
for some integer i. such that k -,f( V) < i. < h( V’). Then L = L(k -j‘(V)). At the begin- 
ning, for each C’E V’, set 
Clearly, (3) holds. We may assume (4) also holds, for otherwise Gi and G2 have no 
common root function Y with Y(V) = k. Therefore h( V’) 3 k - ,f( V) and h is an integer 
optimum solution to L(h( V’)). If h( V’)= k -,f( P’), then h=h =8--f is a required 
solution. So we assume h( V’) > k -f( V). 
Split weight w* into wi =0 and w2 = w* - wi. Then h is an integer optimum solution 
to linear programming L(/z, Wi) for i = h( V’): 
min 1 Wi(U’)h(ll’) 
V’EV’ 
h(u)< b(u’) for all V’E V’, 
L(& Wi): h(Xn V’)3k_ci(Dq(X)jAT(~, V’)) for all ~#XC VU I”, 
h(V’)=J. 
From h, wi and ulz, we construct new h’, w; and w; such that w; + w; = w* and 
h’ is an integer optimum solution to L,(1’, wf), i = 1,2, for some integer 1,’ such that 
k -.f( I’) d 3,’ d h( I”). 
The procedure proceeds as follows. 
For each C’E V’ and i = 1,2, set the capacity 
ci(SU’)=h(V’). 
Then (7) holds. Applying a max-flow min-cut algorithm, determine the minimum 
subset Si(v’) such that U’ESi(U’)s VU V’ and ci(DcT Si(L.‘))) is minimum. 
For i= 1,2, set 
mi=max{Wi(X): XE I”, h(x)>O, ciDtF(Si(x)))> ki, 
T~=(xE I”: h(x)>O, ci(DtF(Si(x)))>k, wi(x)=mi}. 
Make an auxiliary digraph H =( v’, A) as follows. 
l If h(x)>O, c,(D&S,(x)))=k, yeSI( h(y)<h(y) and wi(y)=wi(x), then let 
XYE.4. 
. If h(x) > 0, cz(D&Sz(x))) = k, Yost, h(y) <b(y) and wz(y) = w,(x), then let 
yx~A. 
By the labelling technique, decide whether there exists a path from the subset T2 to 
T1 in H. 
Case 1: There is a path from T2 to T,. 
Let P=x,x,...x~~+~ be the shortest path from T, to T1, and 
~1 =min(h(xzj+i): j =O, 1,2, . . . ,l], 
c,=min{h(.x,j)-h(x,j):,j= 1,2, . . . ,I}, 
E=min{e,, czJ. 
Then e is a positive integer. We modify h(x) as follows: 
h(x) - E if xcP and x=xj for odd j, 
h’(x)=1 h(x)+c if XEP and x =xj for even j, 
\ h(x) otherwise. 
Let w’r =wr and w; =w2. Then a similar argument used in [S] shows that h’ is an 
integer optimum solution to Li(h( V’) - c, wj), i = 1,2. Therefore h’ is an integer opti- 
mum solution to L(h( V’)-c). 
Casr 2: There is no path from T, to T,. 
Let B consist of vertices having been reached from T2 and set 
(5,=min(wr(y)-wr(x): DEB, h(x)>O, cl(D;~(S,(x)))=k, y~S~(x)jB, 
h(.Wh(di, 
6,=min(m, -wr(x): XGB, h(x)>O, cl(D~~(S,(x)))>k), 
ii,=min{w,(y)-w,(x): XE V’\B, h(x)>O, cZ(D&SZ(x)))=k, Yost nB, 
h(y)<WJ, 
6,=min(m, - wz(x): SE V\B, h(x)>O, c2(Dcz(S2(x)))>kJ, 
(5=mir1(d,,(5,,fi~,(5~). 
(The minimum is defined to be + a when it is taken over the empty set.) 
Then 6>0. If S is finite, we modify wr and w2 as follows: 
w;(x)= 
i 
w,(x)+d if DEB, 
M’l(-Y) otherwise, 
\$‘;=\%I*-w;. 
A similar argument used in [S] shows that II’= h is an integer optimum solution to 
L,(h( V’), WI), i= 1,2. 
Now we apply the procedure again with h’, w; and w;. Then the new A’? A, and, if 
Case 2 occurs again, B’ 1 B as at least one vertex is added to B. Furthermore, Ti z Ti, 
i = 1,2. Consequently, we apply the procedure at most 1 V’I times, either Case 1 occurs 
or 6= + zoo. When the latter case occurs, then the current h is an integer optimum 
solution to L if h( V’) = k -,f( V); otherwise, G1 and G2 have no common root function 
r with r(V)= k, since the algorithm yields two families 9r and Yz (possibly empty) of 
disjoint (nonempty) subsets of Vand Iis USt,q,S, i= 1,2, for which (1) does not hold. 
Indeed, if T, #@ and T2 #0, then, for each XE V’ with h(x)>O, either 
cr(D&Sr(x))) = k or cz(Dzf(Sz(x))) = k. Let PT consist of all the maximal members in 
jS,(x): XE I”, h(x)>O, cI(&;(SI(x)))=kj 
and Fz consist of all the maximal members in 
(S2(x): XE v\ t_Jst.p: S, h(x) > 0, cz(Dz (Sz(x))) = kj 
(maximal with respect to inclusion). Note that, for each SE Ff, if VIES, then VES as the 
capacity ci(vv’) = k. For i = 1,2, set 
~i={Sn V: Safe}, 
Ii = { VE V: V’E U,,,~S}. 
It is not hard to see that, for each v~li nl,, h(v’)=b(v’) (=g(v)--f(v)), yielding 
h(v) + h(v’)=g(v). Simple counting shows that 
h( V’)= 
k - C h(DG,(v) n D;,(S)) - 1 Ck - ai(Dii,(v)\~G,(S))I 
“ESnl, vsS\I, 
- gUl n 12)-fUl u 12h 
from which it follows that (1) does not hold by using h(V) > k -f( q. 
If Ti =@ or T2 =@, say T, =@, then, for each XE V’ with h(x)>O, c,(D$ (S,(x)))= k. 
Let ST consist of all the maximal members in 
Set 
iSi( REV’, h(x) >O}. 
9-i = {Sf7 V S&9?}, 
I,=@ 
Then, similarly, (1) does not hold. 
Finally, let us estimate the complexity of the algorithm. 
The labelling technique requires at most 1 VIZ steps to find a path or the subset B. 
If Case 2 occurs, the current labels can be used again since B’ 1 B, T; 2 T1 and 
T; 1 T,. Consequently, if Case 1 has occurred at any time, it will have occurred again 
after at most plV’12 steps, where p denotes the complexity of the max-flow min-cut 
algorithm. We may assume g(v) < k for all VE V. Then Case 1 occurs no more than kl V’I 
times; the algorithm will stop. The output is either a minimum weighted common root 
function r or two families 9i and Yz of disjoints subsets of V and Ii c U sEF,S, i = 1,2, 
for which (1) does not hold. Therefore the complexity of the algorithm is bounded 
by WklV3). 
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